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 (Note this paper has changed in focus from when this abstract was conceptualised and so the 

paper does not match the abstract in all areas – although the theme is the same) 

 

PLANNING AND IMAGINEERING 

 

Planning is inherently utopian.  Planning in the public sector starts out by assuming that the 

future will be better than the present – particularly when coupled to government’s developmental 

agenda. The aim of a plan is to create a framework which, in guiding investment and the 

activities of many different players, will enable this desired future to unfold.  It thus sets out to 

imagine and to plot ways in which a better future might be achieved. In an idealized world, this 

process can be called Imagineering: Working together to imagine a better possible future and 

then working out, in collaboration with the societal roleplayers, how that might be achieved.  As 

the ex-Mayor of Curitiba, Jaime Lerner, suggested a plan must be a collective dream, only when 

that dream is shared by all will the plan come together because all will work towards its 

realisation. 
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Planners draw on existing, underutilized or potential technologies and resources.   Proposals are 

structured to be implemented within the governmental institutional and financial frameworks and 

presented in ways that will hopefully shape the use and allocation of state and other resources 

available.  That is an idealized synopsis of what is, in reality, a far more complex process – 

especially in a heterogeneous society – where there is so contested terrain and where politicians 

are under pressure to make good on promises and public expectations.  Sometimes short-term 

benefits are prioritized over longer-term objectives.  The slow and painful evolution of the 

housing development programme which has left a legacy of often hastily built and poorly located 

RDP houses, is a case in point.   

 

But right now much of our long-term planning fails to address the real challenges that face us in 

society.  Often processes will take present systems of service delivery, utility infrastructure and 

economic development as given.  Planning becomes a means of fine-tuning, tweaking and re-

organising the existing systems. Alternatively, attempts to place critical environmental concerns 

at the forefront of planning are dismissed as being ‘bunny hugging” and perhaps even an attempt 

by the “haves” to exclude the “have nots” from enjoying access to resources.   

 

And therein lies the problem.   

 

The future, given our current crises in resource depletion and climate altering human impacts, 

cannot be built as an extrapolation of the present.  Our future has to be based on a fundamentally 

different premise.  Things like service delivery, utility infrastructure systems and economic 

organisation need to be recast within a different paradigm of the future.  There is an increasing 

disjuncture between what we know has to happen in order for society to avoid and mitigate the 

worst impacts of climate, energy and mass consumption (building resilience) and the immediate 

demands of big business and governments under pressure to deliver.  In such instances it is easier 

to fall back on the tried and tested, than to risk experimenting with what seems like new and 

untested (in the minds and rhetoric of some) technologies and ideas.  But we have reached a 

tipping point and sustainable solutions and technologies are now viable and can realistically 

disrupt old technologies in a positive and comprehensive manner. A sustainable future is 

available, we just need find the way to distribute it.  
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In South Africa (and the world) we not only face critical challenges as a result of global 

warming, oil depletion and other uncontrolled exploitation of non-renewable resources we are 

also facing problems associated with economic marginalization and growing inequality. If we do 

not tackle this social and economic injustice, then that inequality will deal destructively with our 

economies and societies.  Building resilience, from an ecosystems perspective, but also a social 

perspective is critical. But we cannot get ahead of this problem, or tackle it at its roots, within the 

economic, social and political frameworks that got us here in the first place.  We do need a 

fundamental transformation in our ways of being, of producing and of relating to each other and 

to the planet.  That requires us to look at these systems as a whole and not to tackle these 

problems piecemeal – triple bottom line reporting, carbon taxes and so-forth all have their role, 

but only if placed in the context of a different mind-set and paradigm.  If we have these debates 

outside of a paradigm shift, it is like deciding whether to sit upstairs or downstairs on a bus that 

is going the wrong way.   

 

The challenge for us as planners is to be able to offer a convincing image of a future within 

which the key challenges facing society and government are addressed, along with tackling our 

energy and resource needs.   

 

We need some utopian vision for that.  It is a time for bold visions and decisions. 

 

TOWARDS AN ECOZOIC ERA 

 

Thomas Berry, the earth theologian (he described himself as a Geologian) talked about such a 

possible, idealized, future, calling it an Ecozoic Era.   

“As we think about the future form of an integral Earth Community we might begin with the 

observation that in the sequence of biological periods of Earth development we are presently in 

the terminal phase of the Cenozoic and the emerging phase of the Ecozoic era. The Cenozoic is 

the period of biological development that has taken place during these past 65 million years. The 

Ecozoic is the period when human conduct will be guided by the ideal of an integral earth 
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community, a period when humans will be present upon the Earth in a mutually enhancing 

manner. 

The Cenozoic period is being terminated by a massive extinction of living forms that is taking 

place on a scale equaled only by the extinctions that took place at the end of the Paleozoic 

around 220 million years ago and at the end of the Mesozoic some 65 million years ago. The 

only viable choice before us is to enter into an Ecozoic period, the period of an integral 

community that will include all the human and non-human components that constitute the planet 

Earth. 

The first principle of the Ecozoic era is recognizing that the Universe is primarily a communion 

of subjects, not a collection of objects.” (Berry 1997: 191).  In other words, it is about systems 

and not the bits a pieces.  Creating resilient cities – as one component of the overall system – 

means looking at the city as a system in its own right, but also a part of a broader system too. 

As planners we need to be offering society ideas and prospects about how this transformation 

can take place in a practical, positive and empowering manner – and in a manner which enables 

us to tackle poverty, inequality and social justice.  In doing so we need to couch our plans within 

a total vision of the future.  We need to tackle the system as a whole and not as a bunch of parts.  

“Obsessing over recycling and installing a few special light bulbs won’t cut it.  We need to be 

looking at fundamental change to our energy, transportation and agricultural systems rather 

than technological tweaking at the margins…” Michael Maniates, professor of political science 

and environmental science, Allegheny College, as quoted in Friedman 2009: 254 (emphasis 

added). 

 

FRAMEWORKS AND SYSTEMS 

 

We need a complete picture of the system so that our actions can be guided by agreement as how 

this contributes to the ultimate goal.  The diagram below looks at the hierarchy of spatial 

locations.  The bottom of the triangle is the most localized and smallest point – us as individuals.  

As we move up the triangle we find ourselves in larger and larger system – from household, to 

neighbourhood, to city and so-forth.  As we move down the triangle we as individuals have 
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increasing control over how we live, act and operate and so our ability to influence and impact 

the systems that shape our lives and so sustainability.  At an individual level we can chose to live 

completely sustainably (such as walking and cycling instead of driving).  However, our ability to 

do this is limited or supported by the degree to which other members in our household work 

together.  By the same token, a households effectiveness at, for example, recycling, is impacted 

the degree to which there are neighborhood recycling depots or public transport networks.  If our 

cities are promoting and supporting better waste management, transport and energy systems, our 

ability to make the whole system from individual to the key energy, water and production 

systems at city level is impacted.  This ultimately goes all the way up to the global systems 

within which we find ourselves.  In a world that is inevitably globalising we have to address 

these systems as well. 
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Whilst we need to look at the systems as a whole, the City, and the systems through which it is 

organized and managed, has real power to transform production and consumption patterns.  

Cities lie at the fulcrum..  It is a the City level (mostly) that national and global policies, 
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programme and protocols are actually translated into tangible investments that impact directly on 

sustainability.  Building resilient cities bring the upper levels of policy to fruition and gives 

context to lower levels of action. Through city systems, such as transport, security, waste 

management, water conservation, construction and education that we have the ability to 

influence and change consumption patterns and dynamics.  Through city systems we can align 

personal interest with societal good.    

 

Policy at a national and international level also has a critical role to play.  Policy can send signals 

to the market and to individuals and can change behaviour towards the desired outcomes.   

Indeed it is through conscious application of these that we can set in place the actions required 

for change.  But these policies get enacted, most powerfully, at a city level. 

 

“…the roots of many of our urban and environmental problems lie in global attitudes to 

economic growth and redistribution, and we should not hesitate to draw attention to that. 

American planning theorist Bob Beauregard has made the obvious but perfectly true statement – 

you will never get good planning without good institutions. That is as true for New Orleans as it 

is for cities in Africa. Until we have just and progressive institutions at both national and global 

levels, the best efforts of planners can be negated again and again. What is important however, 

is that we are not compliant with a system which entrenches inequalities and environmental 

destruction.” Watson (2006), p10 

 

RESILIENCE
1
 AND GREEN CITIES - MAKING CITIES THE FOCAL POINT FOR 

CHANGE 

 

Cities lie at the hub of innovation, growth and development.  How we manage, direct, support 

and supply our cities with resources has profound impacts on the sustainability of the planet.   

                                                 

1
 ICLEI hosted the First World Congress on Cities and Adaptation to Climate Change from 28-30 May 2010 in Bonn, Germany.  

Resilient Cities 2010 was the first edition of an annual convention to share the latest scientific findings, effective approaches and 

state-of-the-art programs on climate change adaptation and resilience-building in cities and urbanized areas. 

However, resilience as a concept is used here in a much broader sense to capture the essence of what is required for our cities in 

the Ecozoic Era. 
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“Resilience theory, first introduced by Canadian ecologist C.S. “Buzz” Holling in 1973, begins 

with two radical premises. The first is that humans and nature are strongly coupled and co-

evolving, and should therefore be conceived of as one “social-ecological” system. The second is 

that the long-held assumption that systems respond to change in a linear, predictable fashion is 

simply wrong. According to resilience thinking, systems are in constant flux; they are highly 

unpredictable and self-organizing, with feedbacks across time and space. In the jargon of 

theorists, they are complex adaptive systems, exhibiting the hallmarks of complexity.” 

(Montenegro 2010: 1) 

 

Building resilient cities is about changing the ways cities run and operate – changing the 

underlying systems of delivery, services, input and output process and so forth.  This is a process 

in which cities adapt to the challenges facing them.  Resilient cities are better able to cope and 

manage the vagaries of climate change, oil dependence and economic justice.  The goal is 

resilient cities, the process is one of adaptive response to ecological, economic and social 

challenges brought about by climate change, oil depletion and social inequality. 

 

“(At one leve) Urban resilience calls attention to the ecosystem services within cities themselves, 

to the medley of blue and green spaces, both natural and man-made, that can buffer a city 

against change. Things like urban parks, green roofs, community gardens, and coastal wetlands 

perform numerous functions, from cooling the city’s microclimate to purifying its rainwater to 

serving as built-in flood control.” (Montenegro 2010)  

 

But Resilient Cities must also be places where poverty and inequality are consciously tackled 

and addressed.  In fact, making cities resilient offers wide ranging opportunities for job creation, 

for democratising the economy and ensuring that our economies are more robust. 

 

THE GREEN ECONOMY – CORNERSTONE OF RESILIENT CITIES AND 

DEMOCRACY 
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It is this context that cities, once again, can take the lead in helping to promote the green 

economy.  Indeed, the green economy would help build resilience and also address poverty and 

build local employment and job opportunities. 

 

“Local and regional governments can support private innovation by supporting the activities 

that follow the research and development of new environmental technologies. These activities 

can be summarized in four stages: demonstration, verification, commercialization, diffusion and 

utilization.  Private R&D expenditures in green innovations might be in fact limited given the 

novelty and complexity of the market for environmental products, and the associated difficulties 

in making new products known and properly valued. Local governments can take the forefront 

by promoting environmental technology verification schemes, supporting the development of 

marketing tools (web sites, targeted conferences, mailing lists), financing and disseminating 

results of demonstration tests, and removing regulatory barriers to the implementation of these 

technologies.”  (Kamal-Chaoui, L and Alexis R (eds.) 2009: 157) 

 

It is really at the local / regional level where many of the answers and solutions to living within 

our resource constraints exist and where we can draw inspiration for the future.   

 

At one level, the local level, one could argue that we already have the means and understanding 

to live sustainably and completely within the limits of our resources – and to do so in a manner 

that is comfortable and empowering.   

 

However, if we are to ensure that these processes continue to flower and evolve, we critically 

need to bring these solutions into the global arena – into the rhetoric of economists, politicians 

and industrialists.  There are many positive signs.  But so too are there worrying signs of a retreat 

by the powerful into securing their own consumption and lifestyle patterns.   

 

The green economy 

Given that poverty and unemployment are one of the greatest challenges facing not only South 

Africa, but the developing world as a whole, then the use of renewable technologies offers 

possibly one of the greatest opportunities to tackle these problems.  The term ‘Green Economy’ 
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has been used to describe all those components within the economy that contribute to sustainable 

patterns of consumption and production – be it the waste stream, energy utilisation, water 

management, agriculture and, of course, construction.  The Green Economy subsists in all 

sectors of the economy and defined not so much by it sectoral nature, but by the technology and 

approaches utilised to ensure sustainable utilisation of resources.   

Democracy 

The ‘Green Economy” also has other potential benefits for freedom and democracy.  Alternative 

and renewable energy sources from wind and solar are inherently democratic in that they can be 

controlled and produced at the household level.  Conversely technologies such as nuclear, 

because of the secrecy and security around the by-products and the sensitivity of technology, are 

inherently undemocratic. 

 

Job creation 

The Green Economy also has much higher job creation possibilities than conventional 

technologies. 

 

Greg Austin of Agama Energy, presented a case study of the South African energy sector at a 

recent course on creating sustainable and integrated human settlements run by the Dept. of 

Housing: Western Cape for Municipalities in the region.  The case study was commissioned by 

Earthlife Africa to investigate job creation potentials in the energy sector.   

 

The results of the study illustrate a story similar to the production efficiency examples quoted 

earlier.  As Eskom’s energy production capacity has increased, so to has the job 

creation/potential decreased – almost in direct proportion (see Figure 1 below – red and black 

lines).  In the lexicon of traditional modernity this is a vindication of the rational, pragmatic 

results of technology, innovation and advancement in science and technology.  Yet it flies 

directly against the need for greater equity and job creation.  Against this is the assessment of the 

alternative and renewable energy sector which conversely has much high job creation ability and 
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potentials (see Figure 2 below).  These job creation figures are not unique to the energy sector.  

Waste management also offers high levels of job creation and SMME development potential. 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

There are many other ideas out there for building resilience and the green economy.  For 

example, economic and fiscal measures include ideas around green taxes, laws requiring industry 

to take back life-expired products, making goods which will last longer, and more responsible 

choices by individual consumers.   
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Figure 2: Comparison of all generation technologies:  
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Tasneem Essop, currently a National Planning Commissioner, had the following to say when she 

was still a Western Cape MEC Essop (Essop, 2006) at her address to the opening of the Planning 

Africa 2006 conference in Cape Town. 

 

“Finally I will briefly refer to the 'earth democracy' principles of Vandana Shiva. The concept of 

Earth Democracy privileges ecological and cultural diversity in form and function. This is what 

Shiva refers to as 'feeling at home on the Earth and with each other' that is created through 

inclusive living economies. It is a counter narrative to monocultures which, as byproducts of 

exclusion and dominance create environments of coercion and loss of freedom. This is an 

alternative world-view to greed, consumerism and competition as objectives of human life. The 

Earth Democracy approach embodies principles that enable people to transcend practices of 

polarization, division and exclusion. It speaks to a logic of multi-functionality and inclusion as 

the basis of diversity. Embedded in the approach is the inherent human and professional duty to 

ensure well-being of all species, including the environment. Our human and professional 

responsibility is therefore one of trusteeship, instead of the dominant notion of mastery, control 

and ownership. Rights are inextricably related to these.”  Essop (2006), p 5 
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